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Numerical impulse response test to identify
parametric models for closed-slot deep-bar
induction motors

A.-K. Repo and A. Arkkio

Abstract: An impulse response test for estimating the electrical parameters of a deep-bar induction
motor is studied. The impulse response test is performed within the two-dimensional finite-element
analysis (FEA). The impulse excitation is applied to the stator voltage. Since the test is suitable for
modelling the perturbations about a certain operation point, a small-signal model for the
double-cage induction machine is derived. The skin effect is taken into account by using two par-
allel rotor branches. In addition to the small-signal parameters, the steady-state parameters are also
estimated using the time-harmonic FEA. The impulse response test is based on the assumption of
linear behaviour about an operation point. Thus, the effects of nonlinearity are studied by several
methods.

1 Introduction

The finite-element analysis (FEA) is an accurate and
widely applied method in the study and simulation of
electrical machines. With the numerical magnetic field
analysis, features which can be difficult, expensive or
even impossible to measure can be explored. On the
other hand, a simpler equivalent circuit model for the
machine is required in many applications. The perform-
ance and applicability of the circuit model depend on
both the structure of the model and the accuracy of the
parameters. Besides an accurate simulation method, the
FEA can be seen as a tool for obtaining the circuit par-
ameters. In many previous works [1–3], the time-
harmonic field solution has been used to derive the
steady-state equivalent circuit parameters.
This paper continues from the observations made in [4].

In [4], the parameters of a small-signal model derived
from the basic T-equivalent circuit were estimated using
the frequency response function (FRF) of the stator
current. The FRF was obtained from the numerical
impulse response test performed within the two-
dimensional time-stepping analysis. It was concluded that
the rotor parameters are strongly frequency-dependent,
which has to be taken into account in the model when
fitting the frequency response data. The aim of this paper
is to include the skin effect in the small-signal model
adding another rotor branch to the equivalent circuit. The
small-signal parameters are related to the incremental or
transient permeability and they are required for designing
and adjusting control algorithms. The saturation is also
studied in more detail, and the impulse test is refined in
order to obtain better results. The influence of saturation
on small-signal model parameters has been studied in [5].

More advanced state-space models including the skin
effect have been presented, for example, in [6, 7]. In
these models, one or more additional rotor branches
were included to the basic equivalent circuit, and the
rotor currents of the new branches act as additional
state variables. In [8], the skin effect was also taken
into account by using an additional parallel branch. The
rotor parameters were measured from the locked rotor
tests. The responses of an induction machine to the
small perturbations in the stator voltage, supply fre-
quency and load torque were defined by measurements.
These were compared with several analytical models. It
was shown that even at frequencies ,80 Hz the skin
effect had an importance in the case of the studied
double-cage rotor. A more advanced rotor model was pro-
posed in [9]. The steady-state equivalent circuit was
modified by replacing the linear part of the rotor impe-
dance with a transfer function the order and coefficients
of which were estimated from a measured frequency
response at standstill. The rotor model was therefore a
small-signal model without any definite interpretation
of the physical parameters.

The steady-state parameters of a double-cage model are
also estimated. The method applied is referred as the impe-
dance method. In this case, the time-harmonic FEA and the
effective permeability [10] are applied. The obtained par-
ameters are able to depict the rms-valued voltages and cur-
rents. In order to distinguish the two cases, the steady-state
parameters are denoted with capital and small-signal par-
ameters with lower-case letters.

2 Methods

2.1 Circuit model

Fig. 1 presents a double-cage rotor model with nine physical
parameters. The rotor resistances are divided by the slip.

The two parallel rotor branches consist of the resistance
and leakage reactance. The rotor bars have common
end-rings and their effect is modelled by resistance Rc
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and inductance Lc. In the approach of [6], the rotor
branches are assumed to be equal in the way that both of
the rotor currents flow through the mutual components
Lc and Rc. This can be interpreted as if the cross-section
of the rotor slot was divided into two sub-conductors.
Using the same approach as in [6], the voltage and flux
linkage equations in the reference frame rotating at
speed vk can be written as

uks ¼ Rsi
k
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where superscript k refers to the reference frame. Equation
of motion is defined as
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p

dvr
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pLm Im{c�

s
is} (7)

p is the number of pole pairs and J the mass of inertia of
the rotor. The small-signal model can be derived from
voltage and flux equations (1)– (6) by assuming small dis-
turbances in the voltages, currents and flux linkages [11].
At this stage, the rotor speed, supply frequency and load
torque are kept constant. The small-signal model of the
induction machine is simplest to define in the synchro-
nous reference frame in which the steady-state quantities
are stationary. Here, the small-signal model is presented
in Laplace domain. With frequency-dependent short-
notations

zs(s) ¼ rs þ slss þ jvklss

zm(s) ¼ slm � jv0lm þ jvklm

z0m(s) ¼ slm þ jvklm

zc(s) ¼ rc þ slc � jv0lc þ jvklc

z1(s) ¼ rr1 þ sls r1 � jv0ls r1 þ jvkls r1

z2(s) ¼ rr2 þ sls r2 � jv0ls r2 þ jvkls r2

(8)

the small-signal model can be presented in the form

Diks
Duks

¼ (z1 þ z2)(zm þ zc)þ z1z2
(z1 þ z2)(zszm þ zszc þ z0mzc)þ z1z2(zs þ z0m)

(9)

The number of the physical parameters in the double-cage

circuit model can be less than that shown in Fig. 1. Either
one or both of the mutual rotor parameters Xc and Rc can
be neglected and their effect can be included in the
remaining rotor parameters [12, 13]. The subject is dis-
cussed in detail in Section 3.2.

2.2 Impedance method

The steady-state parameters of the equivalent circuit can
be derived using the concept of impedance matrix [2].
From the couplings between the stator and rotor conduc-
tors, a large coupling matrix can be constructed. This
matrix can be suppressed to correspond to the circuit
model using the symmetric components. To obtain
multiple-cage circuit models, the rotor bars can be
divided into several sub-conductors. The details of the
method are given in [14].

2.3 Impulse response test

The aim of the impulse test is to obtain the FRF correspond-
ing to the one obtained using the harmonic excitation. The
term ‘harmonic excitation’ refers to a method in which a
single excitation frequency component is added, for
example, to the supply voltage. Therefore it is a very time-
consuming method when using the time-stepping analysis.
The purpose of the impulse test is to excite several frequen-
cies at the same time and thus reduce the number of simu-
lations required.
For the linear system, the response signal, for example,

the stator current, is non-zero only at the excitation fre-
quency. In the case of the nonlinear system, the response
signal may contain other frequencies. If the amplitudes of
the excess components are very small compared with the
excited frequency, they can be neglected. Within the
numerical harmonic excitation, only the frequency response
at the excitation frequency is taken into account when cal-
culating the FRF. The features of the harmonic excitation
are discussed in detail in Section 4. Since the linear
model (9) cannot include the influence of the excess harmo-
nics, they have to be cancelled or minimised in the case of
impulse test as well.
Next, two differentmethods to obtain the FRFwith impulse

test are presented. The impulse test is performed within a
two-dimensional time-stepping FEA, which takes into
account the magnetic saturation, skin effect in the rotor bars
and rotation of the rotor. The time step of FEA is 50 ms.
The impulse excitation is added to the steady-state line-to-line
voltage vector vs, which rotates at the supply frequency vs.

2.3.1 Impulse test with one impulse: In [4], a suitable
impulse type was looked for by performing impulse tests
with several different impulse types. The chosen impulse
type was defined by

vs þ Dvs ¼ jvsjejvst þ jDvs(t)j (10)

jDvs(t)j ¼
arelv̂ sin

3 (4pfdt)þ carelv̂ sin
2 (2pfdt),

0,

(

t1 � t � t1 þ td

otherwise
(11)

where the duration time td was 5.0 ms, fd was 100 Hz and
relative amplitude arel was 5%. fd defines the shape and t1
starting time of impulse. Since the impulse does not rotate

Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit for the double-cage induction machine
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in the stator frame of reference, it rotates with respect to the
voltage vector.
This type of impulse was chosen since its amplitude at

zero frequency can be controlled by coefficient c. The
amplitude has to be low since, due to small stator resistance,
the gain for the current is high at zero frequency. A suitable
value c ¼ 2% was found performing several impulse tests.
With these settings, the peak of the current transient is 7%
of the rated current. The simulation is run until the transient
of the stator current has completely decayed. Usually,
10 000 time steps are adequate and the zero padding can
be used to increase the frequency resolution.
An electrical machine produces certain frequencies also

at the steady-state operation. For example, the amplitude
of the supply frequency component is very high compared
with the frequency components of the impulse excitation.
In order to cancel the natural frequencies, the impulse test
is performed twice with both positive and negative ampli-
tudes. The simulation results are then subtracted from
each other. Another option is to simulate the steady state
without an impulse and subtract it from the disturbed
case. This can be a more useful alternative if several differ-
ent impulse tests are performed at the same operation point.
The difference in the resulting FRF is negligibly small.
Since the small-signal model is derived for the phase

variables, Duks is computed from the voltages across the
stator phase windings and Duks from the phase currents.
These are transformed to the frequency domain using
FFT, and from the ratio, the FRF of the stator current is
obtained. Fig. 2 illustrates the impulse detected by the
space vector of phase voltages in the synchronous reference
frame. Arrows depicting the impulse are presented at every
0.25 ms and magnified by ten.
The impulse defined by (10) can be considered as a con-

tinuous distribution of excitation frequencies with varying
phase angle with respect to the supply voltage.

2.3.2 Impulse test with two impulses: The impulse
can also be synchronised with the supply voltage and only
a single value for the phase angle can be determined. The
direction of the impulse is now calculated at each time
step so that it has an angle w with respect to the total

voltage vector

vs þ Dvs ¼ jvsjejvst þ jDvs(t)jej(vstþw) (12)

Since only one direction is considered, the time-dependence
of the amplitude of the voltage impulse is defined by

jDvs(t)j ¼ arelv̂ sin
2 (2pfdt), t1 � t � t1 þ td

0, otherwise

�
(13)

where fd ¼ 200 Hz and td ¼ 2.5 ms resulting in a non-zero
frequency content within 2750 to 850 Hz. The impulse
can be seen as a continuous distribution of excitation fre-
quencies which all have the same phase angle.

The influence of the direction is studied by varying w
between 0 and 2p rad. As an example, Fig. 3a presents
the FRF obtained at w ¼ 0 and Fig. 3b at w ¼ p/2 with
arel ¼ 0.1%. The comparison between the FRF obtained
with harmonic excitation and the average of the two FRFs
presented in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4. The FRFs are
shown in the stator reference frame.

Fig. 3 shows that the FRFs obtained using the uni-
directional impulses contain a high additional peak
�100 Hz when compared with the FRF obtained from the
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harmonic excitation in Fig. 4. Excess peaks also occur at
2200, +300, 400, 2500 and +600 Hz, but for the
purpose of estimating the parameters of model (9), the fre-
quency range can be limited to 2200 to 200 Hz or less.
Fig. 4 shows that taking the average of the FRFs presented
in Fig. 3 removes the excess frequency components
�100 Hz. When considering a wider frequency range, it
can be noticed that the excess peaks at 2200, 400 and
2500 Hz are cancelled as well. The resulting average
FRF in Fig. 4 is very close to the one obtained with the har-
monic excitation. Only at 50 Hz, the difference between the
imaginary parts is 20% and otherwise ,2%.

When considering the FRFs obtained using different
direction angles between 0 and 2p, the similar effect as pre-
sented in Figs. 3 and 4 can be observed. Taking the average
of any of the two FRFs from the perpendicular impulses
cancels the excess frequency components. The phenomena
can be studied more closely using the harmonic excitation
with different phase angles. In that case, the excess peaks
and their behaviour in relation with the phase angle can
be distinguished from the desired frequency components.
The reasons behind the additional frequency components
and their cancellation are discussed in Sections 4 and 6. It
is concluded that the excess frequency components related
to the saturation of teeth can be cancelled or reduced
based on the influence of the phase shift.

2.4 Curve-fitting technique

The parameters are estimated minimising the error between
the simulated FRF and the FRF given by model (9). The
curve fitting is performed in the stator reference frame
and therefore vk is set to zero in (9). The cost function I
is defined as

I ¼
XN
n¼1

�
Re{ynm}� Re{yne}

�2 þ �
Im{ynm}� Im{yne}

�
2

(14)

n is the index and N the length of the data vector. Subscript
m refers to the FRF obtained from the impulse method and
subscript e refers to the FRF from model (9) with parameter

estimates. The parameters are estimated first using a global
optimisation technique differential evolution (DE) [15] and
then refined with gradient-based Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm. First, DE is used to find the neighbourhood of
the minimum. The acceptable values of the parameters are
limited to the range of 0–10. The crossover probability
CR and weighting factor F are set to 1.0. Typically,
within ,1000 function evaluations, the neighbourhood of
the minimum is found. The obtained parameter estimates
are given as initial values for the L–M algorithm. This
way the number of iterations needed with DE can be
reduced.

3 Results

A 37-kW cage-induction motor with closed rotor slots is
studied. The rated values are given in Table 1 and the
shape of the rotor and stator slots are shown in Fig. 5.
Both the estimation methods are based on the two-

dimensional FEA where the effects of the end-rings and
stator-end windings are taken into account by the end resist-
ances and reactances. The details of the methods are given
in [1]. The finite-element mesh consists of 1516
second-order triangular elements. In the simulations, the
temperature of the stator windings is 98 8C and rotor cage
135 8C. The stator resistance given to the FE model is
0.083573 V.

3.1 Steady-state parameters

The estimated steady-state parameters of the single-cage
and double-cage circuit models are presented in Table 2.
For the comparison, the parameters for the linearised FE
model with a relative permeability mr ¼ 1000 are also esti-
mated. The rotor resistances are to be divided by the slip
when substituted into the circuit model.
The total rotor resistance of the double-cage model is

0.06681 V and reactance is 0.4829 V. These are close to
the corresponding values of the single-cage model. It can
be noticed that the first rotor branch is practically resistive.
If Xsr1 is neglected, the total rotor reactance is decreased
with only 0.07%. With the linear material, estimated Xsr1

is negative. This is associated with the reference of the
rotor variables to the stator. For the two cages, separate
reference factors are computed in order to obtain a more
accurate estimate for the electromagnetic torque [14]. On
the other hand, the magnetic coupling between the two
cages in the same rotor slots has a very small leakage.
After the reference to the stator, the self-reactance can
become slightly smaller than the mutual reactance. This
phenomenon occurs at high loads.
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Fig. 4 Comparison between the FRF obtained with harmonic
excitation (o, real part; �, imaginary part) and the average of
FRFs computed with w ¼ 0 and w ¼ p/2 (real part with solid
line, imaginary part with dashed line)

Table 1: Parameters for the 37-kW cage-induction
motor

PN, kW rated power 37

UsN, V rated stator voltage 380 (star)

p number of pole pairs 2

fN, Hz rated stator frequency 50

sN, % rated slip 2

dr, mm diameter of the rotor 198

hrs, [mm] height of the rotor slot 35

J, kg m2 inertia of the rotor 0.256
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3.2 Small-signal parameters

The transfer function (9) contains nine parameters from
which the stator resistance is known the basis of the FE
model. As in the case of the single-cage model, the ratio
between the stator and rotor leakage reactance has to be
set. In addition, in the double-cage model, there are two
equal rotor voltage equations. With a nonlinear curve
fitting procedure, a good fit can be found by allowing all
the parameters to vary. However, there are several sets of
parameters which can give an equal fit. The parameter esti-
mation for the induction machine has been analysed in [13].
The double-cage model with eight circuit parameters (rc
neglected) has only six independent parameters. Therefore
the first aim is to reduce the number of the estimates. On
the basis of inspection of the steady-state parameters,
leakage inductance lsr1 is neglected. The ratio of the
stator and rotor leakage reactance has to be fixed. The
value of leakage inductance lsr1 is not estimated but
solved from the estimated values of r1, r2, lss and lc. The
ratio of the total rotor leakage reactance and stator
leakage reactance is set to the ratio of the corresponding
steady-state parameters.
In addition to these constraints, the value of the mutual

resistance is set beforehand. The simplest alternative is to

neglect rc and assume that it is included in the two other
rotor resistances. However, the physical interpretation of
the model is now changed because the resistive coupling
between the rotor branches is lost. Hence, it is assumed
that the mutual resistance is obtained from the estimation
of steady-state parameters and the same value can be used
for the small-signal model.

Three different cases are studied:

1. The impulse response test is performed for the linearised
FE model with mr ¼ 1000. Since the saturation is elimi-
nated, the shape of the impulse is not crucial.
2. The impulse test is performed with the impulse defined
by (11) for the nonlinear FE model where the permeability
is defined by the magnetisation curve. This is referred as
nonlinear case A.
3. The impulse test is performed with impulses defined by
(13) and aligned with a certain angle to the total voltage
vector. The FRF is calculated using the average of the
two impulse tests obtained with perpendicular impulses
with w ¼ 0 and w ¼ p/2. The cases w ¼ p/6 and
w ¼ 2p/3, w ¼ p/4 and w ¼ 3p/4, and w ¼ p/3 and
w ¼ 5p/6 are also studied. The effect of the amplitude is
studied by varying arel between 0.1 and 50%. Using the
average of two FRFs is referred as nonlinear case B.

The fit is performed for the frequency range of 2200 to
200 Hz with the resolution of 1 Hz. The estimated small-
signal parameters are presented in Table 3. The fixed par-
ameters are marked by asterisk and the calculated rotor
leakage reactance xsr2 is marked by two asterisks.

The value of the cost function (15) presented in the last
row of Table 3 gives an idea about the goodness of the fit.
For the linearised machine, the difference between the
simulated and estimated FRFs is ,1% in the whole range
studied. For nonlinear case A, the fit is otherwise fairly
good but in the range of 40–200 Hz the difference is 15–
20% which causes the high value for the cost function.
For nonlinear case B, the difference is 0.1–3%, except at
+200 Hz where it is �5%.

When the frequency response data are fitted to transfer
function (9), the requirement of the physically meaningful
parameters may limit the goodness of the fit. A traditional
method to fit the frequency response data was presented
by Levi [16]. The algorithm is available in Matlabw. In
the method, the orders of the numerator and denominator
are chosen in advance. The estimated coefficients are
those which provide the best fit. For nonlinear case B, the

Fig. 5 Cross-sectional geometry of the rotor and stator slots

Table 2: Steady-state parameters for the linear and
nonlinear FE models

1-cage

(linear)

2-cage

(linear)

1-cage

(nonlinear)

2-cage

(nonlinear)

Rs, V 0.08357 0.08357 0.08357 0.08357

Xss, V 0.2460 0.2459 0.2476 0.2464

Xm, V 7.640 7.640 8.431 8.432

Xc, V — 0.17732 — 0.3348

Rc, V — 0.01539 — 0.01539

Xsr1, V 0.30609 20.02262 0.4815 0.00473

Rr1, V 0.06775 0.2060 0.06681 0.1975

Xsr2 V — 0.2341 — 0.2700

Rsr1, V — 0.07013 — 0.06942

Table 3: Estimated small-signal parameters

Linear Nonlinear A Nonlinear B

rs, V 0.08357
�

0.08357
�

0.08357
�

Xss, V 0.1818 0.1772 0.1945

xm, V 6.910 3.785 4.310

xc, V 0.2041 0.1959 0.1937

rc, V 0.01539
�

0.01539
�

0.01539
�

xsr1, V 0� 0� 0�

rr1, V 0.2395 0.1921 0.2784

xsr2, V 0.2545
��

0.27310
��

0.2979
��

rr2, V 0.07029 0.06604 0.07245

l 0.2118 3.820 0.3859
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transfer function obtained is

Dis(s)

Dus(s)
¼

(845:1� j12:68)s2

þ (3:11 � 105 � j5:691 � 105)s
� 9:378 � 107 � j9:73 � 107
s
3 þ (681:3� j705:0)s2

þ (7:444 � 104 þ j2:401 � 105)s
� 7:83 � 106 � j8:108 � 106

(15)

For the comparison, the transfer function obtained by
substituting the estimated small-signal parameters from
Table 3 into (9) is

Dis(s)

Dus(s)
¼

826:8s2 þ (3:228 � 105 þ j1:039 � 104)s
þ 1:522 � 106 þ j2:028 � 106

s3 þ (682:0þ j326:7)s2

þ (4:529 � 104 þ j1:973 � 105)s
�1:083 � 106 þ j7:162 � 106

(16)

The coefficients of the higher-order terms are of the same
magnitude. The most significant difference is in the signs of
the coefficients. In (16), the parameters can have only posi-
tive values and the signs of the coefficients are determined
by the assumption. In (15), both the signs and the magnitudes
of the coefficients can vary during the estimation. This gives
more freedom for finding the best model. The cost function
for (15) is 0.1692 which is less than half of the corresponding
value for (16). However, both the models are feasible when
considering the goodness of the fit.

3.3 Small-signal model

The parameter estimation is performed assuming a uniform
air-gap length so that the complex-valued voltages and cur-
rents can be used. In this case, the coefficients of the transfer
function are complex as well. However, in order to study the
small-signal behaviour, the state-space model is usually pre-
sented. To obtain the state-space model, the voltage and flux
equations (1)–(6) are divided into real and imaginary parts
and resulting 12 equations are linearised. The linearised
equation of motion is also added in order to include pertur-
bations of load torque in the model. The linearised equation
of electromagnetic torque contains steady-state current
components. The steady-state stator current can be obtained
from time-stepping analysis at the initial state preceding the
impulse test (Table 4). The components of rotor current are
obtained by the current division using the circuit model
(Fig. 1) and the steady-state parameters from Table 2.

The completed small-signal model is presented in Section
6. In [5], the axes of the small-signal model were aligned
with and perpendicular to the air-gap voltage and the two
different values for the magnetising inductance were

applied. Here, the estimated parameters are those providing
the best fit and they are substituted into the state-space
model assuming the symmetry of the axes. One application
of the small-signal model is evaluating the stability of the
system about the operation point. The stability limits can
be defined from the eigenvalues of the state-space model.
The basic requirement for the stability is that the real
parts of the eigenvalues are negative. The further from the
origin they are, the more stable the system is. In order to
evaluate the effect of different parameter estimates, the
eigenvalues are calculated using both the steady-state par-
ameters and the small-signal parameters given by nonlinear
case B. The eigenvalues are presented in Table 5.
The real parts of the eigenvalues given by the small-

signal parameters are further from the origin than those
given by the steady-state parameters. Using the steady-state
parameters in the study of small-signal behaviour, the stab-
ility limits obtained are too pessimistic. The similar effect
has been detected in [5].

4 Discussion

4.1 Frequency components related to saturation

On the basis of the study, it can be concluded that the
saturation caused by the fundamental air-gap flux makes
the magnetic circuit of the machine anisotropic. When the
magnetic field induced by the perturbation signal faces the
anisotropic magnetic circuit, the additional frequency
components in the air-gap flux and stator current are
produced. Next, the features of the excess harmonics are
discussed in more detail.
As presented in Section 6, the additional peak occurring

in the FRF around twice the supply frequency (100 Hz) is
related to the permeance variation caused by the saturation
of teeth. According to the theory, at every excitation fre-
quency fd, the current response should contain a peak at
1002 fd Hz. The assumption can be tested within the time-
stepping analysis. The shape of the rotor of the FE model is
modified to have a slightly square shape. The length of the
air gap is widest in the region of the highest flux density.
When the material of the FE model is set linear, the
effects of the real saturation are removed and the model imi-
tates the situation when only the teeth are saturated. If the
rotor is rotating at the synchronous speed, the excess harmo-
nics caused by the permeance variations should occur at the
same frequencies as detected with the real, saturable FE
model. The assumption is tested by performing the harmo-
nic excitation at several excitation frequencies. The compu-
tation results show that the additional frequency peak do
occur at 1002 fd Hz, for example, with 120 Hz excitation
at 220 Hz and with 214 Hz excitation at 114 Hz. As the
amplitude of the response is highest at low frequencies,
the effect of excess harmonics is mostly visible �100 Hz.

Table 4: Steady-state currents

i sa
0 , A 83.00

i sb
0 , A 256.32

i r1a
0 ,A 222.79

i r1b
0 , A 4.16

i r2a
0 , A 263.55

i r2b
0 , A 16.76

Table 5: Eigenvalues calculated using the steady-state
and the small-signal parameters

Steady-state Nonlinear B

Re Im Re Im

2417.74 +12.106 2626.21 +16.605

245.176 +303.59 250.625 +298.54

216.095 +97.458 221.141 +51.337

226.288 0 232.943 0
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With the harmonic excitation, the effect of the phase angle
can be studied more closely. When the voltage excitation is
shifted by phase angle w with respect to the supply voltage,
the current response at the corresponding frequency is also
shifted by w. However, the amplitudes of the vectors
remain the same. When they are divided, the effect of the
phase shift vanishes. Thus the resulting FRF does not
depend on the phase angle of excitation. Only with the
50 Hz excitation, the magnitude of the imaginary part
varies within 16% when the phase angle is changed. In this
case, the excitation signal has the same frequency with the
supply voltage and cancelling the steady state may be inac-
curate. This can also explain the deviation between the
results of the impulse test and harmonic excitation at 50 Hz.
The FRF obtained by the impulse excitation can be seen to

consist of two parts. At each frequency, the current response
contains a component excited by the corresponding frequency
component of the excitation signal. In addition to that the
current response contains the components excited by other
frequencies. When the voltage excitation is shifted by phase
angle w, the phase of the detected excess harmonic at
1002 fd Hz is shifted by 2w, as shown in Section 6.1.
When the excess harmonic component is divided by the exci-
tation signal, where all the frequency components are shifted
byw, the phase shift for the harmonic component in the FRF is
2w. Similarly, if the excitation signal is shifted by wþ p/2,
the excess harmonic component in the FRF is shifted by
2wþ p. Calculating the average of these FRFs cancels the
harmonic components at frequency 1002 fd.
The excess frequency peaks at 1002 fd Hz are so signifi-

cant that, if not reduced, they distort the parameter esti-
mation. In [17], the numerical impulse test was performed
for an 850-kW cage-induction machine with half-open
rotor slots. In that case, the effect of the excess harmonics
was small and could be omitted. In the case of the closed
rotor slots, the saturation has a more important influence.
In [18], the effect of the slot closure has been studied by
means of the FEA. The authors have concluded that when
the rotor slots are closed, the harmonics related to saturation
are magnified significantly.

4.2 Effect of the amplitude

The effect of the amplitude of the impulse is studied
by varying arel between 0.1 and 50%. The impulse tests
are performed with both positive and negative values for
arel. For every arel, the impulse tests are performed with
the direction angles 0 and p/2. The parameter estimation
is performed using the average of the two FRFs as presented
in Section 2.
With arel ¼ 0.1–15%, the FRFs change very little which

is best detected from the parameter estimates. Rotor resist-
ance rr1 decreases by 4.9% and the magnetising inductance
increases by 3.4%, but with the other parameters the differ-
ences are very small. The fit is improved when increasing
the amplitude and is at its best with arel ¼ 15–20%. With
very low excitation amplitudes, the accuracy of the compu-
tation results may weaken. With the relative amplitudes
.20%, the fit begins to deteriorate again. However, the par-
ameter estimates obtained remain close to the same magni-
tude. For example, at arel ¼ 50%, the value of the
magnetising inductance is 9.0% higher than the value
obtained at arel ¼ 0.1%. The minor influence of the ampli-
tude speaks for the conclusion that the effects of nonlinear-
ity are mainly related to saturation caused by the
fundamental flux.
The presented paper is lacking measurements. In [4],

the steady-state parameters of the T-equivalent circuit for

the studied motor were measured. In comparison with the
measurements, the estimated parameters were concluded
to be physically reasonable. However, the impulse test
and the harmonic excitation are to be performed by
measurements. The main challenge is distinguishing the
steady-state frequencies from the impulse response. The
measurement setup is currently under development.

As a summary, three computations are needed to perform
a comprehensive impulse test. The impulse is applied in two
perpendicular directions. A steady-state computation is
needed to cancel the supply frequency from the frequency
response. The effect of the harmonics can be reduced by
taking the average of the two FRFs obtained using perpen-
dicular impulses.

5 Conclusions

The applicability of the numerical impulse response test for
estimating the small-signal parameters has been studied.
The main focus was on taking into account the skin effect
in the deep-bar rotor with closed slots. The rotor was mod-
elled with two parallel branches consisting of five constant
parameters. Since the use of the impulse test is based on the
assumption of linear behaviour about an operation point, the
effects of nonlinearity were also studied. In addition to the
full FE model, the computations were performed using a
modified FE model with linearised material and non-
uniform air gap. In the computations, both the amplitude
and phase angle of the excitation signal were varied. On
the basis of the computations and theoretical study, it can
be concluded that the anisotropy of the magnetic circuit pro-
duces additional frequency components to the frequency
response of the stator current. However, the excess harmo-
nics can be distinguished from the desired frequency com-
ponents. The obtained parameter estimates are physically
reasonable and the values of inductances are related to the
incremental permeability as expected.
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7 Appendices

7.1 Appendix A

Saturation of iron in the teeth or yoke changes the per-
meance. The effect of saturation can be modelled by a non-
uniform air gap which can be represented as Fourier series
[19]. The teeth are mostly saturated along the peak value of
flux density, where the apparent air gap is the widest. The
permeance of the air gap can be considered as

L ’ m0

d0 þ
P

y dy cos (yu� yvst � wy)
(17)

where y ¼ k . 2p, k ¼ 1, 2, 3, . . .. Permeance wave y pro-
duces the apparent air-gap component dy . vs is the supply
frequency (50 Hz), wy is the phase angle and u the position
angle. Next, only the permeance waves y ¼ 2 and y ¼ 4 are
considered. The ratio d4/d2 is denoted with w. When the
equation is expanded to Taylor series with respect to
the air gap and only the first three terms are considered,
the air gap permeance can be approximated

L ’ m0

d0
1� dy2

d0
cos (2pu� 2vst � wy2)

�

� wdy2
d0

cos (4pu� 4vst � wy4)

þ 1

2

dy2
d0

� �2

(1þ cos (4pu� 4vst � 2wy2))

þ w
dy2
d0
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[ cos (6pu� 6vst � (wy2 þ wy4))

þ cos (� 2puþ 2vst � (wy2 � wy4))]

þ 1

2

wdy2
d0

� �2

(1þ cos (8pu� 8vst � 2wy4))

#

(18)

The magnetomotive force (mmf) related to the disturb-
ance frequency is

F ¼ F̂ cos (pu� vdt � wd) (19)

The amplitudes of the space harmonics of the mmf are
small and their effect is neglected. When multiplying the
cosine terms, the final equation for the air-gap flux
density is obtained

B¼ F̂
m0

d0

�
1þ1

2

dy2
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(20)

The flux density consists of a component rotating at the
fundamental frequency and 12 other components, whose
amplitudes depend on the permeance wave. Since the fre-
quency range used for the parameter estimation is 2200
to 200 Hz, the effect of higher-order permeance waves
can be neglected. All the components of the flux density
are not present in the line current. The stator of the
studied motor is star connected. Therefore the components
having wave numbers +3p and 9p cannot induce currents
in the winding. The winding factor for the fifth harmonic
is only 0.2 and therefore the fourth, sixth and ninth terms
are small. In general, the small coefficients in front of the
last eight terms reduce their amplitude. Thus, the most sig-
nificant frequency component caused by the saturation of
teeth is the third term at 1002 fd Hz. It should be noticed
that the sign of the phase angle wd is minus in the fundamen-
tal component but plus in the third term.
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7.2 Appendix B

The small-signal model for the double-cage circuit is
derived from (1) to (7).
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D is the time-derivative operator. The short-notations are

ls ¼ lm þ lss

l�c ¼ lm þ lc

l�r1 ¼ lm þ lc þ lsr1

l�r2 ¼ lm þ lc þ lsr2

(22)

When separating the derivatives, (B1) can be written as

EDx ¼ Fxþ u (23)

where
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The state-space model is defined by

Dx ¼ Axþ Bu

A ¼ E�1F

B ¼ E�1 (28)

The eigenvalues of the system are the eigenvalues of
matrix A.
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